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1. Scope of application
1.1 The Terms of Use apply to the entire area of GTAinside, including all pages and sections found
under the name GTAinside, all associated subdomains and the public forum.
1.2 The terms of use apply immediately and are unlimited. However, they may be changed and
extended at any time without prior notice and/or stating reasons. In the event of serious changes,
users will be informed of the new situation by means of a news article or newsletter.

2. Use
2.1 In order to use commentary functions and other interactive content, a one-time registration is
required free of charge. Upon successful registration, the user declares that he/she has read and
understood these terms of use and agrees with them. Furthermore, the user agrees to abide by
these terms of use.
2.2 The user data of each user is stored in the form of cookies on the respective computer and in the
database.
At no time is there a right of users to a particular service. The operators of this website reserve the
right to change or deactivate services for technical, legal and/or security reasons.
2.3 The right to publish the uploaded material applies to GTAinside. This implies that no right-wing
extremist, violent, pornographic, insulting or sexist statements are tolerated in written or graphic
form. The same applies to links published by an user on GTAinside.
2.4 The user grants GTAinside permission to send the newsletter to the email address given at
registration. It is possible to deactivate the newsletter service.
2.5 The user grants GTAinside the right to use the material published by him/her on the Internet for
an unlimited period of time and space.
2.6 The user assures that the materials published by him/her originate from him/herself and that
he/she has the necessary authority to publish them.
2.7 Texts, files and links related to software piracy will not be tolerated.
2.8 Senseless contributions, very short contributions with only one word, as well as spam
contributions/news are not permitted.
2.9 Advertising will only be carried out in the designated areas of the portal. The decision as to the
admissibility of advertising lies solely with the portal operators.

2.10 The opinion of the other person must be respected. Defamations, threats, unpleasant slanders
or similar things due to the dissenting opinion or even for no reason at all are not tolerated. A
friendly tone is expected.
2.11 GTAinside is not responsible for the statements that a user publishes and therefore cannot be
held liable for them. If any content that is subject to criminal prosecution is found, it will be removed
by an administrator within a reasonable period of time.

2.12 Excessively large images and files are not desired. Generally, the size of 1 MB for images and
256 MB for files should not be exceeded.
2.13 The administrators and moderators will take care of the reasonable and friendly tone in the
portal and communication. You have the right to delete or block contributions that violate the terms
of use by closing sections of the website. You also have the right to block or ban users without giving
reasons. However, this is usually preceded by a warning. In principle, the instructions of these
persons must be followed without discussion.

3. Exclusion of liability
3.1 There is no claim to completeness, timeliness or accuracy of the information available on
GTAinside.
3.2 There is no claim to the availability of GTAinside's pages. In the event of a failure, the operator of
the site is in no way liable for any damages that may arise from this.
3.3 All information provided on GTAinside may be changed and expanded at any time.
3.4 The operators of GTAinside are not liable for the content of linked third-party sites and cannot be
held liable for any damage that may occur as a result of these sites.
3.5 Furthermore, the operators are not liable for damages caused by downloads or linked files.
3.6 GTAinside is not liable for any misuse of information by users or third parties.

4. Cancellation
4.1 The user relationship exists for an indefinite period of time and can be terminated by GTAinside
at any time without giving reasons.
4.2 The user may also terminate the contractual relationship at any time.
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